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ABSTRACT
Smart Growth advocates in the U.S. and elsewhere worry about urban sprawl and
typically advocate new controls on urban growth, including tougher land use planning
and regulation. Yet, is auto-oriented development the market's way of meeting widely
held lifestyle preferences? Or, is it (as some critics claim) attributable to policies that
favor such development? For the case of the U.S., critics suggest that policies are the
problem and Smart Growth is the solution. Yet, if U.S.-type development
(suburbanization and widespread auto use) can be observed in non-U.S. policy settings,
the critics may really be objecting to people's preferences. Comparing recent U.S. and
Canadian settlement and travel trends suggests a test. Cultural differences are minor but
urban policy differences are significant. How do settlement patterns and urban
transportation choices compare? Our analysis of recent data shows substantial
similarities. Preferences appear to trump policies. The Smart Growth platform may
have to be reconsidered.

1.

INTRODUCTION

A recent World Bank study concluded that if Atlanta could somehow be remade
into Boston, its annual vehicle miles traveled (VMT) would fall by 25 percent (Bento, et
al., 2002). Left unsaid was the fact that, in 1990-2000, the Boston metro area grew by
6.7 percent while the Atlanta metro area grew almost six times that, 38.9 percent. Like
the World Bank study, a sizeable literature has accumulated in recent years to suggest
that something is seriously wrong with the way U.S. cities are developing. Critics of
America’s “urban sprawl” see considerable waste in the growth of modern cities.
Advocates of "smart growth" in the U.S. usually add that the problem can be
traced to various market failures and/or various policy failures. Those who claim that
existing controls prevent them from innovating emphasize the policy failures; many
others want there to be more controls to limit market forces which they blame for the
developmental outcomes that they object to.
These discussions challenge the view that observed U.S. trends result from
consumer choice. Many assert that the travel and residential location choices made by
Americans are impacted by powerful and peculiar U.S. policies. These include
widespread large-lot residential zoning, exceptionally favorable treatment of home
ownership and mortgages in tax laws, comparatively low taxes on gasoline and auto
use, comparatively lax land use controls and extensive highway investments.
The simplest way to illustrate the potency of people’s lifestyle preferences and
the extent to which these are expressed is to look abroad. There is growing evidence
that suburbanization is the dominant settlement trend not just in the U.S., but also in
many other developed nations. Wendell Cox (www.puplicpurpose.com) reports that
since the 1950s, Paris has suburbanized as much as Philadelphia and that similar
transformations are underway in Stockholm, Toronto, Tokyo and other places. These
are all cities that have the transportation systems and land use controls that most U.S.
planners dream of. Yet, consider Sir Peter Hall’s discussion of the 1952 General Plan
for Stockholm: “It proposed establishing new suburban districts, each for 10,000 to
15,000 inhabitants, strung like beads along the lines of a new subway system. Within
them, apartment blocks were to be built within 500 yards of subway stops; single-family
houses, constituting no more than 10-15 percent of housing units in each district, were
to be built within 1000 yards of the stops but no further ... the city’s policy was that
each station on the subway should generate enough traffic to make it self-supporting”
(p. 862,3). Things did not work out as planned. Hall notes that, “... surveys in the late
1970s reaffirmed the fact that 90 percent of people preferred single-family homes” (p.
876). Not surprisingly, a more recent Swedish development is described as follows: “
... a vast linear edge City of business parks and hotels and out-of-town shopping centers,
stretching along the E4 highway, for twelve miles and more towards the Arlanda
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Airport. It is almost indistinguishable from its counterparts in California and Texas”
(Hall, 1998; p. 878).
Stories such as this suggest that many people’s preferences regarding residential
lifestyles are fairly clear and strong enough to overcome the various policies designed
to overcome them, here and abroad. If so, the claim that U.S. development patterns are
simply the response to peculiar pro-low density U.S. policies would be undermined.
There already exists a growing literature comparing travel trends and
development patterns in Western Europe and the U.S. (Richardson and Gordon, 1999,
Giuliano and Narayan, 2003 re UK; Dieleman et al. 1997 and 1999, re Holland). Many
of these highlight similarities in terms of increased suburbanization and auto use,
suggesting that policy differences matter less than might be expected.
This paper reports on a test of whether policies or preferences (in this case, some
lifestyle choices) dominate. The approach is to study cross-country comparisons using
available aggregate data sources from both countries, which in this case are similar
enough to warrant the comparisons. This sort of international near-compatibility is
unusual and presents us with a research opportunity. Also, it is best to make
comparisons where policies differ but where cultural differences are relatively minor.i
Again, analyzing settlement trends in the U.S. and Canada fits the bill.
The relevant policy differences are well known. Canadian gasoline prices are
usually one-third higher than in the U.S.; most of the differences are due to differences
in applicable taxes, which are 50 percent higher in Canada.ii The less centralized
Canadian federal system obviates the importance of federal tax policy and its effect on
home ownership. The role of government at all levels is quite different; local
government and local planning are less “balkanized” than in the U.S. In a comparison
of the Canadian Provinces with the U.S. States along an "Economic Freedom"
continuumiii; the Canadian Provinces place at the bottom of the ranking. Local
government land use planning in Canada is much more potent than in the U.S.iv
The plan of this paper is to a) briefly review what is known about U.S.
settlement and urban travel trends; b) consider some relevant precursor literature; c)
discuss some U.S.-Canada settlement and travel comparisons; and d) offer some
conclusions and suggestions for further research

2.

U.S. METROPOLITAN DEVELOPMENT AND TRAVEL TRENDS

What do we know about U.S. urban structure and urban travel? The general
land use-transportation trends in the U.S. are clear: increasing suburbanization (and
exurbanization) of jobs and housing along with ever-more use of private automobiles
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(Gordon and Richardson, 2000). In fact, the two seemingly reinforce each other.
Higher incomes prompt the demand for personal transportation and for residential
space. Both of the latter accommodate and are accommodated by suburbanization.
Auto-oriented development is, then, a more accurate descriptor than “sprawl”. But,
many other forces contribute and are complementary. Communications and travel costs
have been falling for many years. More industry is locationally footloose, making it
possible for jobs to follow people into the suburbs, rather than people having to locate
where industry had chosen to settle. Agglomeration economies have not disappeared.
Rather, they are apparent in numerous suburban agglomerations with a wider spatial
ambit brought about by lower costs of transportation and communication.
Data from the 2000 U.S. census confirm that the suburbanization of the
population continues. Figures 1a and 1b show the 90-year trend. The suburbs now
house 50 percent of the population, up from 7 percent in 1910. Trends like this
continue to take place against a background of ever more growth controls and
accompanying efforts to influence the direction of settlement and development away
from low-density and peripheral areas, throughout most of the U.S. It appears that these
have not had their intended effect.
There are several data sources that reinforce this point. The recently released
2000 Census of Population reported ten-year population growth for the nation of
slightly more than 13 percent. Most of the large metro areas did not keep up although
most of their suburbs grew as fast or faster. Of the top 50 cities, only 13 significantly
beat national growth (only nine in the top 20); predictably most of these were in the
Sunbelt states. None of this is really surprising because city-to-suburb and frostbelt-tosunbelt migrations have been going on for some time. Both are explained by the
lifestyle choices made by large numbers of people, facilitated by new technologies,
especially falling communications and transportation costs. Indeed, accumulating
electronic advances have caused communications costs to plummet to such an extent
that some commentators have wondered why clustering of any sort persists.
As always, however, the details are complex and hard to reduce to just one
story. Table 1 includes some recent metro area employment trends as well as
concurrent population trends. These are unfortunately not available for all the same
geographic units. With respect to population, we note that areas outside the central
cities of metro areas (“Rest of Metro”) usually grew fastest. The same pattern is
apparent for all of the size and geographic groupings of MSAs (bottom of the table).
There were also exceptions: population growth in eight CBDs of the top-20 metros
outpaced the surrounding central cities as well as the surrounding suburbs. Yet, CBD
population growth constituted a small share of metro area growth even in these eight
places.
Yet, for seven of these eight metros, suburban county employment growth beat
core county job growth (San Diego is not counted because the MSA does not have a
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suburban county). Almost everywhere, suburban counties added jobs at a faster rate
than their core counties. Downtown (CBD) job growth data are from County Business
Patterns zip code files which limit us to a three-year look. Also, these CBD definitions
necessarily vary from the ones used to measure ten-year population growth. Yet, it is
worth noting that metro area job growth (County Business Patterns definitions) for the
19 areas covered for the three-year period was 8.7 percent. Only seven CBDs surpassed
this rate.
To try to make sense of a complex pattern, the rest of this section focuses on
trends. We examine the 31-year series made available by the Regional Economic
Information System (REIS) by the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA, of the U.S.
Department of Commerce) for the 3132 counties of the U.S. that describes population
and employment and income for seven major economic sectors for all counties for the
years 1969-2000. The employment data cover both full-time and part-time jobs.
We sought geographic divisions that would help us to study the evolution of
agglomeration economies. People may choose to live and work in clusters for many
reasons. They may enjoy social interaction with others and/or they may profit from
economic interactions, e.g. in markets as buyers and as sellers. Economists and others
have made much of agglomeration economies as a source of economic growth because
ideas are spawned and developed as a result of interactions facilitated by proximity
(geographic features that contribute to connectivity also favor the subsequent spread of
ideas; Diamond, 1999).
Economic development and urbanization have reinforced each other over the
years. Yet the operational definition of proximity continues to change. Social
coordination via markets (transactions) has been facilitated when distances are small;
social coordination via the exchange of ideas is likewise augmented. The latter has both
economic and community consequences. Both of these may also be costly because
clustering, if too dense, can result in costly congestion. The benefits of dispersal are
expanded by increased connectivity, i.e, cheaper modes of moving people, goods and
(especially) ideas. The marginal costs of moving the latter are now close to zero. This
fits the data, which reveals substantial decentralization, much of it away from
metropolitan areas in general and especially from their cores.
We divided the 831 metropolitan counties in five ways: i. the core counties of
the largest (i.e. > 3 million population) metro areas (MSAs or CMSAs); ii. their suburbs
(noncore counties); iii. the core counties of middle-sized (1-3 million) metro areas; iv.
their suburbs; and v. those counties constituting the small (less than 1-million) metro
areas. All data aggregations based on political boundaries are problematic. With this in
mind, we often refer to noncore areas as “suburbs,” although it is clear that there are
also many areas in core counties that exhibit suburban characteristics.
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The nonmetro counties were divided into seven groups, using the USDA’s 1993
Urban Influence Codes (see also discussion of simplified codes, below). If counties are
adjacent to metro areas, there is a four-way partition: adjacent to larger metropolitan
areas (defined for the nonmetro analysis as larger than 1 million) or to small metro
areas, and with or without a city of 10,000-plus people. If counties are not adjacent to a
metro county, there are three types: with a city of 10,000 or more, with a city of 2,500
to 9,999, or without an urban place greater than 2,500. The first four of these nonmetro
counties may be considered as exurban while the last three may be defined as rural.v
The dominant trends in U.S. settlement patterns are well known to include the
following:
i.
The westward movement of population and employment, in more recent
decades to the Sunbelt.
ii.
Persistent rural-urban migration of jobs and people to the cities.
iii.
Suburbanization (and, more recently, exurbanizationvi) out of cities.
However, the more detailed analysis made possible by the huge REIS data set
(over one million observations on employment alone) suggests a more complex picture.
Although only the highlights are discussed here, they are revealing.vii In some of the
tables that follow, the highest growth rates in each period are marked in bold, while
those that exceed the national rate for the period are shaded.
It appears that there have been distinct cycles of employment growth in which,
either, the metro counties or the non-metro counties alternatively dominated (Figure 2).
Applying our more detailed categorization of counties, Table 2 shows that the most
recent period, 1995-2000, continues the pattern of suburban-exurban dominance and the
relative decline of the core counties of the largest metros. Table 3 shows that the same
is true for private sector job growth. Suggestions that growth controls have made a
difference in recent years are not apparent. The data confirm that most thirty-year
population and job growth occurred in the suburbs of the mid-sized metro areas. The
pattern held for each of the major industries except manufacturing which is known to
have been de-urbanizing for many years (Appendix Table A-5viii; see also Carlino,
1985ix).
Population growth was greatest in the suburbs of the 1-3 million metros
throughout, usually followed by growth in the suburbs of the largest metros. It
surpassed national growth in the suburbs of the largest metros, in the core counties of
the middle-sized metros, in the small metro areas and in exurban counties adjacent to
the larger metros. It lagged in the core counties of the largest metros. There is clearly a
pattern of continued dispersion.x
The literature on the geography of U.S. population growth has reported various
cycles of deconcentration and re-urbanization over the past 30 years. The 1970s were
thought to be a time of deconcentration with nonmetropolitan growth rates surpassing
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metropolitan rates. The reversal reversed in the 1980s which were reported to be a time
of urban revival. As already suggested, many have pointed to the recent years as a
period of central city revitalization.
Turning to U.S. urban travel patterns, the trends are also well known. The
increasing use of automobiles is consistent with the settlement patterns just described;
as already mentioned, they are mutually reinforcing. The share of worktrips by transit
fell from 12.6 percent in 1960 to 4.7 percent in 2000; auto’s share rose to 88 percent
from 67 percent (Table 4a). In 2001, public transport accounted for less than 2 percent
of all urban travel (Table 4b). The widespread nature of the decline in transit
commuting is documented in Table 4c. Auto-owning households rose to 92% in 2001;
59% owned two or more vehicles. In the U.S., there are more autos than children per
household. There are also more autos than drivers per household. Auto travel and
dispersed development continue to complement and reinforce each other.
What makes the recent travel trends interesting is that they persisted in spite of
ever-more policies designed to favor “compact” development and higher densities and
to “get people out of their cars.”

3.

THE CANADA CASE

Literature
Interestingly, there is substantial disagreement over how U.S. settlement and
urban transportation trends compare to other developed nations’, especially Canada’s.
Consider the following sampling of views, some of them evoking stark contrasts with
the U.S.:
“Urban transportation planning in Canada contrasts so sharply with that in the
U.S. that it can serve to place the issue in perspective ... Canadian and American cities
differ markedly and across well-defined dimensions” (Goldberg and Mercer, 1986).
“Canadian cities have been quite successful in avoiding the crisis situations
facing many cities in the USA. Canada’s progressive land use and transportation
policies have produced cities and urban transport systems distinctly different from those
in the USA.” (Pucher and Lefevre, 1996).
" ... the Vancouver CBD accessibility gradient is increasing sharply while the
exact opposite trend is most pronounced in Los Angeles. This provides at least strong
anecdotal evidence in support of the Goldberg-Mercer hypothesis of a distinct, more
compact, urban form in Canada than in the U.S., and calls for further research ...”
(Hamilton and Heikkila, 1997).
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“ ... the facts are clear. Suburbanization, defined as flattening density-distance
functions, has pervaded U.S. MSAs for at least 50 years and has characterized every
metropolitan area in the world for which density patterns and trends have been
measured during a half century of pervasively rising incomes and transportation
improvements.” (Mills and Lubuele, JEL, 1997).
“Tax expenditures associated with deductibility of mortgage interest and
property taxes make housing less expensive relative to other goods and, hence, the
quantity of housing and residential land purchased and lower density of urban areas. ...
the mere presence of the federal housing tax expenditures decentralization ...” (Gyourko
and Voith, 1997)
"Consider the Toronto example. In 1951 the greater Toronto area (the GTA)
had 1.5 million residents; by 1996 it had over 4.6 million, a massive threefold increase.
Yet, over the same period, the physical size of the urban region grew by a staggering six
or seven times, as population densities declined and almost all urban activities
consumed more space. The principal contributor to this increase in land consumption
per capita, and the dominant physical expression of postwar urban development, has
been suburbanization …" (Bourne, 2000, p. 34).
“ ... the greater dispersion of America’s population in vast, sprawling
metropolitan areas with few transport options other than the car. This is partly the result
not of private choice but of public policy, such as subsidies to suburban motorways and
a starving of public transport, or local zoning laws that limit the minimum size of
residential developments ...” (The Economist, Feb 8, 2003).
“We conclude that across countries at least, places that make it difficult to own
cars have much less sprawl.” (Glaeser and Kahn, 2003).

Interestingly, the latest commentary, text accompanying the recently released
2001 Canadian census (see below), echoes those authors that emphasized U.S.-Canada
similarities.
Canadian Settlement Patterns Compared to the U.S
Comparing some U.S.-Canada national aggregates suggests many similarities
(see Table 5a). As per capita GDP differences are subject to exchange rate fluctuations,
the indicated U.S. lead may be misleading. The two countries' labor force participation
rates are almost identical. U.S. autos per capita are only 10 percent above Canada's but
Canada has more highways per capita, perhaps partly explained by its slightly larger
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area. Homeownership rates are virtually identical. Twenty-year urbanization trends for
the two countries are also almost identical (Table 5b).
The rough index of urbanized area population densities suggests only minor
differences. Table 5c shows that in the most recent years, and perhaps contrary to
expectations, Toronto and Montreal did not dominate all U.S. urbanized areas in terms
of gross population density.
What about comparisons of the spatial distributions of activities? We are helped
by the fact that Statistics Canada's population and employment data are also reported by
Census Divisions, which are county-equivalent spatial units. Thus, population and
employment data by counties or county equivalents in both the U.S. and Canada can be
grouped by a simplified version of Urban Influence Codes. We aggregated
metropolitan counties into three groups: i. the core counties of large (i.e. > 1 million
population) metro areas; ii. non-core counties of large metro areas; iii. and those
counties constituting small (less than 1 million) metro areas. The non-metro counties
were divided into two groups: iv. those counties adjacent to metro areas; v. and those
counties that are not adjacent to metro areas.
Census Metropolitan Areas (CMAs) and Census Agglomerations (CAs) in
Canada are the equivalents of U.S. Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSAs). The general
concept of a metropolitan area in both countries is that of an urban core with a
substantial population size, together with adjacent communities socio-economically
integrated with the core. However, different size criteria of the urban core in each
metropolitan area definition are used: a U.S. MSA must have at least one urban core of
50,000 population or more; while the urban core of Canada’s CMAs and CAs must
have a population of at least 100,000 and 10,000, respectively. For this reason,
following Baldwin et al. (2001), only those CMAs and CAs with a population greater
than 50,000 are classified as metropolitan areas in this paper.
Table 6a repeats some of the U.S. population growth data elaborated in the
previous section but spatially aggregated so that fairly direct comparisons with the
Canadian spatial units are possible. For both countries, the fastest growing areas are the
suburbs of the metro areas larger than 1 million. This is consistently the pattern for all
of the periods for which comparisons can be made.
Table 6b shows that the suburbs of Canada's major cities added more people
than the central cities in each of the two periods for which data are available. This was
true for all ten in the early 1990s and for nine of the ten in the late 1990s.
The two countries' population distributions for the five years for which such data
are available for both countries are shown in Table 6c (we did not have the 2001 data
for the U.S. at this writing and show the 2000 data instead). The third panel of the
Table shows the differences between the two countries' distributions. The bottom row
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indicates the least number of people that would have to be redistributed for the two
distributions to be identical. Consistent with our theme, distribution differences by this
measure have been steadily declining.
Similar comparisons are possible for the two countries' employment by place-ofwork distributions although Canadian data were only available for two years, 1981 and
1996. The same two conclusions hold as for the population comparisons: a) Most
growth was in the suburbs of both countries' areas with population over 1 million; and
b) The difference between the two countries’ distributions declined (Table 7). Not
surprisingly, the proportion of suburb-to-suburb commuting in Canada has been
increasing, just as in the U.S. In fact, over the last ten years, the shares of commuting
between all four pairs of origin and destination types have moved in the same direction
(Table 8).

Public Transit Use
The settlement trends identified can be described as auto-oriented development.
Whereas the overwhelming number of workers in both countries rely on the auto for
their daily commute, transit use in Canada is higher than in the U.S. Of greater interest
is the Canadian trend. Table 9a shows that over a recent ten-year stretch, transit use per
capita fell in 13 of 15 of Canada's largest metro areas. The overall drop was greater
than 22 percent. Table 9b shows the transit share of commuting for Canada’s top 18
cities in 1996 and 2001; these data indicate a leveling off of the decline in the most
recent years. Similar data for the top 39 U.S. metro areas for the last three census year
are shown in Table 9c; much less of a leveling off is apparent.
The two distributions are probably more similar than different. Cox (1999)
reports a study of overall transit performance in the U.S. and Canada over the period
1987-1997. While per capita transit ridership in Canada was higher than in the U.S. for
both years, and both countries’ ridership fell, Canada’s fell much faster.
Table 10 shows 1996-2001 Canadian commuting mode choice comparisons.
Canadian transit use has recently edged up but very slightly and this has mainly been
outside the CMAs, where the base of service had been low. The U.S. data from this
source reveal a moderate increase in transit use.
Recent Canadian Reports
Recent reports by Statistics Canada from the 2001 Canadian Census highlight
the most recent settlement and commuting trends in Canada. Most of their conclusions
support our case.
Consider these highlights:
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“... workers are no longer concentrated primarily in core municipalities, but are
spreading across suburban municipalities.”
“... the employed population whose usual place of work was within a census
metropolitan area in 2001 was 7.9 million, an increase of 1.5 million over 1981. ... only
about 25% of the new employed workers were located in the central municipalities ...
many industries have created hubs of employment in suburban municipalities ... the
percentage employed in the central municipalities dropped from 71% to 62% between
1981 and 2001.”
“The number of workers in suburban municipalities has ... been growing at a
much faster pace over the last 20 years than those working in core municipalities. In
1981, about 1.8 million people worked in suburban municipalities. By 2001, this
number jumped by 63% to 3.0 million. ... the number of workers in central
municipalities increased by only 7% during this 20-year period, from 4.6 million in
1981 to 4.9 million in 2001.”
“Canadians are traveling farther to get to their usual workplace locations in 2001
than in 1996 ... median commuting distance was 7.2 km, compared with 7 km in 1996.”
“More Canadian commuters used public transportation to get to work in 2001
than in 1996 ....Even so, the vast majority still settled behind the wheel for their daily
commute ... about 10.5% of employed Canadians used public transportation to get to
work, up marginally from 10.1% in 1996 ... more than 9.9 million people drove to work
in a car, truck or van. Data from the 2001 Census show that nearly 74% of Canadian
commuters drove to work in 2001, up from 73.3% in 1996.”
“The increase in proportions of people driving to work can be partly explained
by the decrease in proportions of workers who commuted to work as passengers in a
car, truck or van between 1996 and 2001. About 6.9% of workers rode as passengers in
2001, down from 7.4% in 1996.”
It appears that the most recent Canadian data weigh in on the side of U.S.-type
urban development – in spite of Canadian policies, many designed to avoid this
outcome. It is difficult to reject the idea that preferences trump policies. This
conclusion holds with the possible caveat that policy differences can explain a lag,
whereby U.S-type development in Canada is simply slowed a bit. Contrary to the views
of authors such as Goldberg and Mercer, it may appropriate to consider the modern
North American city after all. In fact, it may even be possible to think in terms of the
modern international developed country city.
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4.

DISCUSSION

When planners anywhere prescribe higher density settlement, they have no
answer to the question of: How high? Indeed, there is no body of theory that is
applicable to guide them. Top-down planning is subject to planners' knowledge
problem, as famously pointed out by Hayek. Land markets and cities are no exception.
Holcombe (2002) has suggested that city planners' vast task be simplified by
having them focus on infrastructure planning, publishing these plans as the land market
"rules of the game", and letting free land markets work. Yet, the extent to which topdown large-scale infrastructure planning can meet the Hayekian criticism is unclear.
Even if it could, infrastructure planning usually involves large public expenditures and
is inevitably politicized. To be sure, the move towards infrastructure privatization also
involves politics and has not been easy.
We have presented evidence of increasingly similar settlement patterns in the
U.S. and Canada to suggest that lifestyle preferences trump policies in both countries.
This further complicates the "Smart Growth" agenda in the U.S. Perhaps its goals must
be rethought or policies much more potent than the ones now in use in the U.S. and
Canada must be discovered and invoked. Yet, to pursue the latter would be to run up
against Hayek's formidable critique.
Twentieth-century socialism (Progressivism in the U.S.) has been depicted as an
Industrial Counterrevolution. It was brought on by the disorientation caused by
unprecedented rapid change and responsible for much more harm than good (Lindsey,
2002). In the twenty-first century, we are much more skeptical of claims for "scientific
planning". Land markets should not be an exception. Prescriptions for more top-down
land use controls just as most of the world is moving away from them must be taken
with a lump of salt. The evidence presented in these pages helps to make that case.
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i

Goldberg and Mercer (1986) do elaborate and stress cultural differences between the two

countries.
ii

"Fuelling discontent", The Economist (May 17, 2001).

iii

This index attempts to capture contrasts in, "size of government, takings and discriminatory
taxation, and labor market flexibility," Karabegovic, et al. (p. 6).
iv

Goldberg and Mercer report that, "In a technical sense no individual or corporate entity in
Canada owns land. The Queen, as monarch, through federal, provincial and local crown ownership is the
sole 'owner' of land in Canada. Individuals and corporations do own interests in land such as fee simple
rights to occupy, use and sell land, consistent with societal controls, and can also hold leasehold rights
and other legal interests such as easements. However, ownership, and the implied right to use and
develop land for private purposes that flows from ownership, is vested with the Crown in its several
manifestations. As a result, in Canada the control and use of land is a societal or crown responsibility
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from the start. Interestingly, the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms (enacted in 1982) explicitly
excluded property rights from the enumerated and protected rights … This treatment of land contrasts
markedly with that in the United States, where property rights are explicitly vested in the individual
owner through the fifth and fourteenth amendments to the U.S. Constitution, which ensure that real
property rights cannot be taken away and that real property can only be taken under eminent domain with
due process and due cause." (pp 91-92).
v Spatial economic analysis is usually constrained by data problems. The analysis in this paper
is based on County-level data. The discussion would clearly benefit from data for smaller spatial units.
But these are only available sporadically, for example, from the decennial Census and or from the
quinquennial Economic Censuses. County Business Pattern data at the zip code level are available on an
annual basis but only since 1994 (see Glaeser and Kahn, 2001, for a use of zip code data with similar
results to those found in this research). The zip code files offer no sectoral detail and less coverage than
the REIS data used in this paper (for example, nonfarm proprietors are absent from the CBP totals).
Moreover, they suffer from numerous zip code redefinitions, making them much harder to use. Finally,
the recent change in industrial classifications from SICs to the NAICS (North American Industrial
Classification Scheme), and the difficulty of constructing correspondence tables, limit investigations
(especially time series analysis) that require sectoral detail.
vi

Recently release U.S. Census migration data reveal that, "Between 1995 and 2000, more
people moved into nonmetropolitan territory from metropolitan areas than vice versa", p3, U.S.
Department of Commerce (2003).
vii

A more detailed analysis of the REIS data employment trends is included in Gordon,
Richardson (forthcoming).
viii

The sectoral discussion in Gordon and Richardson (forthcoming) shows that manufacturing
job growth was greatest in the rural counties. As may be expected, wholesale employment grew where
manufacturing grew although it did not de-urbanize, growing beyond the national pace everywhere
except the core counties of large and mid-sized metros. All of the major sectors’ growth rates in the core
counties of the largest metros lagged their national growth rates.
ix In 1999, manufacturing led all sectors in the volume of commerce shipments
(www.census.gov/estats).
x

Appendix Tables A1-A4 show population and job growth trends in Sunbelt and
Frostbelt
counties. As might be expected, the suburbanization and exurbanization trends are most pronounced in
the more recently developed Sunbelt areas.
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